
 

  

 

President’s Forum 
by Ed Jacobsen 

  
The Association is approaching its 50th year helping to protect our precious resource, the Three Lakes 
chain of lakes (along with a few not on the chain).  For the past 10 years things have been hectic with 
the proliferation of many forms of invasive species.  No need to list them as you have heard about them 
in the past 20 newsletters.  There are two bright spots in this fight we have been waging: first, we are 
winning and second; the quality and dedication of our board members.  These people have donated 
thousands of hours to the tasks and challenges we have accepted and most of the time spent has been 
in the summer.  While most residents and members are enjoying the water these people are near the wa-
ter watching for potential problems.  They are listed here in the newsletter so when you see one or two of 
them please give them an atta-boy, they deserve it and more. 
 
In celebration of our 50th year we have developed a new logo.  The new logo represents us in a more 
modern and descriptive way.  It was developed by Bruce Renquist and it is beautiful.  Bruce accepted 
the task of designing the new look since most other board members don’t know jack about developing a 
logo.  He has been doing it his whole business life and isn’t planning on stopping any time soon so we 
are the beneficiaries of his passion.  See the article later in the newsletter. 
 
Some of the things we do as an association are things not always in the waters, like ducks and turtles.  
They go in and out and we like to help them do that.  You will find some interesting articles and pictures 
of how we help these critters go about their business.  You will also see articles about people helping us 
and donating their precious summer time keeping our lakes vibrant.   
 
We have a new newsletter editor.  Norris and Joan Ross have done 
the last 2 newsletters and have done a great job.  It would seem 
that they had been editors in a past life but no, they only volun- 
teered to take on this task as we had burned out our past editors. 
This is not an easy job.  Our new editor is one who has done this 
in the past as part of his work life and now has agreed to take on  
the job of sharing his expertise and time to continue the work of  
providing a high quality and informative newsletter.   
 
I am happy to welcome Larry Swanlund back to the board and 
becoming our new marketing/media director.  When you see our  
presence in the newspaper or another high quality newsletter it  
will be coming from Larry. 
 
Now read on………….. 

Making Waves 

Fall  

2016 
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Three Lakes Chain of Lakes Management Planning Project       Update: October 2016 

Submitted by: Tim Hoyman, Onterra, LLC 
 

The Three Lakes Chain Waterfront Association has been working to develop management plans for 21 lakes in 
the Three Lakes Chain since 2010.  In 2017, field studies will begin on the final phase of the management plan-
ning project and will include a reassessment of Long Lake and the Eagle River Channel leading down to the 
Burnt Rollway Dam.  These areas of the chain were the first step in the planning effort that was initiated by the 
discovery of Eurasian water milfoil, an exotic and potentially harmful plant, in the Eagle River Channel near the 
dam.  Ultimately, the information gathered during 2017 will be used to update the Long Lake’s management 
plan, but this final phase will include other interesting components that will lead to a better understanding of 
the chain and its watershed. 

The Three Lakes Chain is a complicated system receiving water from several streams, creeks, direct surface run-
off, and of course groundwater.  While the lakes are in close proximity and many share the same primary tribu-
taries, the studies that have been completed over the last 7 years indicate that the water chemistry in the lakes 
vary.  The bulk of these differences can likely be traced back to surface water flows reaching the lakes.  Monitor-
ing the tributary inlets to determine how much of a specific element, like phosphorus, the primary nutrient con-
trolling plant growth in the chain, is complicated and expensive.  We cannot simply collect water samples from 
the tributaries and analyze them for phosphorus to understand how much phosphorus is entering the respec-
tive lake.  That type of sample provides the concentration of that element in the water at the time of sampling; to 
understand how much phosphorus is truly entering the lake, we also need to know how much water is flowing 
into it.  Determining the flow into the lake is difficult and expensive partly because it requires special equipment 
that collect continuous flow data for two or more years. 

As a part of the Three Lakes Chain management planning project, we will esti-
mate phosphorus loads entering each lake through a modeling procedure.  The 
model estimates the phosphorus entering the lake through its tributaries and 
over land by considering how much of different types of land cover (land use) 
are in the watershed (Figure 1.).  Different types of land cover, like developed 
areas, wetlands, forests, and agricultural fields export different amounts of 
phosphorus with the water that runs off them directly to the lake or into a creek 
that reaches the lake.  By first understanding what lands drain to the lake and 
then determining how much of each type of land cover makes up that area, we 
can estimate the phosphorus that is added to the lake on an annual basis.  We 
can then continue the modeling to predict how that load of phosphorus would 
appear in the lake in terms of an average concentration of phosphorus over the 
growing season.  Comparing that predicted value with the actual data collected 
from each lake helps us understand if the phosphorus levels in the lake are as 
expected (normal) or if they are high which may lead to additional studies. 

The modeling associated with the Three Lakes Chain watershed is complicated because so many of the lakes 
flow into other lakes downstream.  The modeling effort must account for how the upstream lake changes the 
amount of phosphorus entering the downstream lake.  In most cases, the upstream lake lowers the amount of 
phosphorus entering the downstream lake because of biological utilization of the phosphorus and settling.  Ulti-
mately, we need to model the lakes in a series starting at the top of each subwatershed, which uses the land 
cover process described above along with actual water quality data collected from the lakes.  The full modeling 
process will be completed as a part of the final phase of the project because all of the required data will be avail-
able. 

During the summer and fall of 2016, our crews completed numerous surveys and studies out on the Three 
Lakes Chain.  Water quality samples and full aquatic plant studies were completed as a part of the Phase VII 
management planning project on Planting Ground and Range Line Lakes.  We are happy to report that no Eura-
sian water milfoil was located in either lake during any of the three plant surveys that were completed on them. 

In 2015, two Eurasian water milfoil plants were located in close proximity to each other in Townline Lake.  On-
terra staff hand-harvested the plants and revisited the area several times over that summer.  During the sum-
mer of 2016, the specific area was checked several times and the entirety of the Townline Lake was searched.  
Eurasian water milfoil was not located during any of those surveys.  While this is excellent news, it does not 
mean that the exotic has been eradicated from Townline Lake; therefore, monitoring by Onterra crews and chain 
volunteers will continue. 

 
(Continued page 3) 

 

Figure 1.  Three Lakes Chain 

watershed boundaries. 
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LAKE STUDIES 

Lake Management Planning Meetings 

This past July, Lake Management Planning meetings were held for Townline, Island and Round Lakes.  
Onterra staff presented an overview of the chain-wide plan and discussed issues on each of the three 
lakes in this past year’s studies.  Comments/concerns from participants will be incorporated into final re-

ports prepared for submission to the Wisconsin DNR. 

Data collection on Planting Ground and Rangeline Lakes will be 
completed this fall, and Lake Management Planning meetings will 
be held for these two lakes next July.  Watch the Spring Newslet-
ter for meeting dates. 

Coarse Woody Habitat 

One of the lake characteristics being documented during the Lake 
Management data collecting phase is the amount of coarse woody 
habitat found in each studied lake. Woody structures in lakes and 
ponds have been shown to be an important and preferred habitat 
for many fish species. There has been considerable debate as to 
whether the placement of structure into lakes results in actual 

increase in fish production or merely congregates popula-
tions. This debate has largely been centered on the addition 
of offshore structure or “fish cribs” that are utilized by fish 
and anglers. Additions of near-shore wood in the form of 
tree drops are more natural, appear to concentrate fish to a 
lesser extent and are largely considered to be positive for the 
ecosystem while still serving as excellent fishing spots dur-
ing the fishing season.   

A survey for coarse woody habitat was conducted in con-
junction with the shoreland assessment survey. Coarse 
woody habitat was identified and classified in three size 

categories (2-8 inch diameter, >8 inch diameter and cluster) 
as well as four branching categories: no branches, minimal 
branches, moderate branches and full canopy. Fish prefer 
some branching as opposed to no branching on coarse woody habitat and more complex branching corre-
lates with higher fish species richness, diversity and abundance. 

Sample data for Townline Lake is provided here. Data for all lakes studied so far can be found in the LMP 
reports to date (available in the Three Lakes Library). 131 total pieces of coarse woody habitat were ob-
served along 4.1 miles of shoreline, which gives Townline a coarse woody habitat to shoreline ratio of 32:1. 

 

(continued from page 2 - Three Lakes Chain of Lakes Management Planning Project) 

The Eagle River Channel from Long Lake to the Burnt Rollway Dam was also searched in September.  Roughly 
10-12 Eurasian water milfoil plants were located during the survey. After initial herbicide treatments were com-
pleted when the exotic was first found, populations have fluctuated within the channel. Hand-harvesting efforts 
by professionals and volunteers have been used as well.  Finding this low occurrence during 2016 calls for con-
tinued monitoring, but no control action is warranted. 

Monitoring and control of Eurasian water milfoil in Virgin Lake continues as it has over the past several years.  
In 2016 Onterra crews visited Virgin Lake twice, once in early July to provide priority areas for professional 
hand-harvesters that would be working on the lake later that month, and once in late summer to assess the 
results of the harvesting and provide information for future control strategies.  The late-summer survey indi-
cated very low densities of Eurasian water milfoil with no colonies located.  In the areas prioritized for hand-
harvesting, some plants were located, but densities were lower than the beginning of the summer. 
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A NEW LOGO FOR THE THREE LAKES WATERFRONT ASSOCIATION 

After nearly 50 years, we’ve come a long way as an 

association, most notably in the aggressive defense 

we’ve mounted on behalf of our lake system 

against aquatic invasive species.  Today, we are 

one of the largest and most successful waterfront 

associations in the state.  We’ve secured over a mil-

lion dollars in grants to help fund our fight against 

invasive species, most notably Eurasian Water Mil-

foil.   

As we approach that 50 year anniversary next 

summer, it was felt we needed to develop a fresh graphic identity, one that better represented the strong 

and capable organization we have become.  This new look was developed by waterfront association mem-

ber and director, Bruce Renquist.  Bruce is an accomplished fine artist; and spent a career as a nation-

ally recognized expert in industrial and graphic design.   

The new look does a great job of developing the TLWA “brand”.  Much shorter and easier to deal with 

than the drawn-out formal name.  You will see us use the TLWA brand much more in all of our commu-

nications from this point forward.   The look that Bruce developed is bright, crisp and does a great job of 

reflecting our environment and the fact that our lakes are places of joy, recreation, and fun…and repre-

sent generations of pleasure.   

The tag line “Lake Stewards Since 1967” not only represents a sense of mission, but also communicates 

the pride we have in an organization that has been at it for a long time. 

1 

 

Water Quality and Economic Value 

A recent study conducted under the sponsorship of the Oneida County Lakes and Rivers Association, the 

Oneida County Land and Water Conservation Department, and the University of Wisconsin Extension 

provides some interesting reading.   

Prepared by consulting engineer Dave Noel, and UWEX representative Myles Alexander; the study at-

tempted to determine if some common assumptions regarding how healthy water contributes to higher 

property values and tourism could be monetized.  The answer is, Yes. 

Their study demonstrates the contributions of waterfront properties in property assessments, property 

taxes, and other important factors.  It also shows what happens to property values if water quality is de-

graded…and conversely, improved. 

The full study in pdf form is available for review using the link:  www.oclra.org 

For the short course:  In the Town of Three Lakes in 2014, waterfront properties represented 89% of the 

total property valuation, and 83% of the total tax revenue.  So, the efforts undertaken by the TLWA to 

maintain our water quality, and to protect it from invasive species and pollution are well justified. 
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THIS AGGRESSIVE AQUATIC INVASIVE SPECIES  
WILL IMPACT OUR FISHERIES AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES!  

 

By Stephanie Boismenue,  
AIS Coordinator, Oneida County  
 

Earlier this summer, a pretty aquatic plant called Starry Stonewort (Nitellopsis ob-

tusa), was discovered in the Sturgeon Bay Channel in Door County. So, 

what is it and why is it a big deal?  Starry Stonewort is a rather new 

aquatic invasive species (AIS) to Wisconsin. It’s a plant-like macroalga that 

is loosely rooted to the lake bed, grows rapidly, and spreads easily. In fact, 

it’s an extremely aggressive and opportunistic AIS that causes a significant 

ecological threat to our lakes, rivers, streams, reservoirs, and ponds, just 

as Eurasian water milfoil does, maybe even more so.   

Once introduced, it quickly forms dense mats or “meadows” greater than 6 

feet thick, which spread throughout shallow waters up to depths of 30 feet.  

It entangles around propellers, clogs and damages motors, and impairs 

navigation. It outcompetes and severely reduces native aquatic plants and 

the dense mats make it hard for fish and animals to move about. Its para-

mount ecological threat is its ability to consume the most sensitive and 

productive critical spawning habitats, resulting in increased competition 

within any remaining spawning habitats and loss of vertical and horizontal structures necessary for good 

nursery and refuge habitats. 

Starry Stonewort is a member of the Characeae family, which is macrophytic green algae, and is often 

confused with Nitella and Chara. It is more robust than most members of its family, and can grow to over 

two meters tall.   It anchors itself to the sediment by colorless filaments (rhizoids). It has several dozen 4-

5mm pretty star-shaped bulbils, which is unique feature to Starry Stonewort. Abundant bulbils on the 

rhizoids can dislodge if disturbed, and will sprout new individuals Orange, male reproductive structures 

are located in the axils of the upper branchlets.  

Treatment methods for Starry Stonewort are still in the experimental stages. Thus far, an effective biologi-

cal control agent is not known at this time.  Hand pulling is possible, but is tedious work and may be im-

practical on large infestations. Some chemical herbicides and algaecides have been effective at reducing 

the plant, but the chemical is quickly absorbed into the upper parts of the algae, resulting in a chemical 

burn of the tops, leaving the lower parts unharmed. Additionally, chemical treatments damage native 

plant and alga species which opens up more lake bed for Starry Stonewort to colonize in.  

Starry Stonewort is on the move. It hitchhikes on boats, trailers, and equipment, especially anchors hold-

ing sediment. Originally from western Asia and Europe, it was likely introduced to the Great Lakes via bal-

last water.  It was first identified in Little Muskego Lake, Waukesha County, during an aquatic plant sur-

vey in 2014.   Last year it was confirmed in additional lakes in southeastern Wisconsin and is now in Door 

County. 

With your help, we can get the word out there about Starry Stonewort and help stop it from entering our 

beautiful waterways. Also, early detection and management is critical to sparing our favorite shorelines 

and fishing spots from the ecological disaster caused by their invasion.  You can also help by: Practice 

clean boating and set a good example at boat launches – “Inspect, Remove, Drain & Never Move” to help 

Stop Aquatic Hitchhikers! Become a CBCW volunteer and staff a landing to educate boaters and help 

them clean their equipment. Become trained on the identification of invasive species and help be on the 

lookout for new populations. 

Photos by Paul Skawinski 
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Understanding Your Lake : Part Three -     

Water Temperature   

By Fred Knoch                 

 

If you have read the Three Lakes Waterfront Association’s newsletter, you may 

remember my series of articles entitled “Understanding Your Lake”. The topics 

discussed in the first two articles were “Lake Turnover” and “Phosphorus”. This, 

the third article of the series, is entitled “Water Temperature”. In it I will attempt to describe both local 

and global understanding of lake water temperature and how it may affect your perception and enjoyment 

of  our lakes. 

As you may recall from the article on lake turnover, water temperature plays a pivotal role in this phe-

nomenon. Briefly, as ice goes off the lake in Spring, surface water warms, becomes mixed through wave 

and wind action with cooler bottom water, and results in a rather homogeneous mix of water temperature 

and dissolved oxygen throughout the water column. The water appears cloudy with suspended particulate 

matter. As Summer progresses, the surface water becomes increasingly warmer while the bottom water 

remains cool. Stratification occurs in most lakes of our chain with a thermocline developing around 15 to 

18 feet of water ( depending on the depth of your lake ). Above the layer warm water exists with adequate 

levels of dissolved oxygen, while below the layer exists cool bottom water with low or no dissolved oxygen. 

This defines the lake trophic state as Eutrophic, bottom water with no or low dissolved oxygen in the 

Summer. As Fall temperatures cool the surface water it becomes more dense and sinks. Mixing of water 

again occurs and the Fall turnover happens, with the water again becoming cloudy with particulate mat-

ter. The mixing again creates the homogeneous state of water temperature and dissolved oxygen through-

out the water column. During the Winter with ice coverage, the entire lake water temperature beneath the 

ice is about 38 degrees F. with adequate levels of dissolved oxygen. 

Why is water temperature important? It defines and is the cause of lake water turnover in the annual cy-

cle of our lakes. It also creates the thermocline in most of our lakes and is responsible for the trophic state 

with anoxic bottom water. As we all know, most biological systems ( life ) cannot exist without oxygen. 

Whether one believes or disbelieves in Global Climate Change as a political concept, scientific data sug-

gests the fact that average global atmospheric temperatures  are rising, and as a consequence of this 

global water temperatures are also rising ( both ocean and fresh water lakes ). I have observed that this 

past Summer has been warmer than usual with surface water temperatures reaching 80 degrees. Obser-

vations on a local level have  correlated with regionally collected scientific data. An example of this is data 

taken from studying Lake Superior. Scientists have noted water temperature rising an average of 0.61 de-

grees per decade, with average Summer water temperature increasing by 4 degrees since 1979. So why 

should we be concerned ? 

Higher water temperatures increase the rate at which chemical reactions occur in the water. These reac-

tions include the metabolism of plants converting solar energy into nutrients. With more nutrients come 

increased rates of growth of chlorophyll containing plants ( read aquatic vegetation and algae ). With more 

aquatic vegetation ( lake weeds ) and algae, more oxygen is required to support the growth and increased 

metabolism. More aquatic vegetation depletes a lake system of oxygen, leaving less to support other spe-

cies such as fish. As surface water becomes increasingly warmer, stratification becomes more prolonged in 

the lake cycle and bottom water remains anoxic for a longer period of time. Warmer water also means less 

ice time over Winter. Last Winter ice time on our lakes was reduced significantly when a thaw occurred in 

mid December. Ice is being lost globally with reductions in glacier sizes. Ice time in the state is mirroring 

what has happened locally and globally. Those of us who monitor “Ice On-Ice Off” for 

the DNR have personally seen these events. 
(Continued page 7) 6 
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(continued from page 6– Understanding Your Lake: Part Three) 

So what can one do? I guess in the short term we can enjoy the ambient pleasure of swimming in warmer 

lakes. In the longer term we can support efforts of governments to try to actively deal with Global Climate 

Change through legislation.  

I would like to take this time to remind the reader that anyone can observe lake water temperature and 

dissolved oxygen through the use of a device (dissolved oxygen and temperature meter) which has been 

made available to the public by the Three Lakes Waterfront Association. The Association has been 

awarded a surface water grant from the state, the monies of which have been used to purchase the meter. 

It is easy to use, and is available to sign out at the Edward Demmer Memorial Library.  

Until next time I will continue to monitor water temperature and dissolved oxygen, phosphorus and chlo-

rophyll, and ice-off/ice-on times, and hope to see you ON THE LAKE ! 

 
 
  TLWA Membership – Your Renewals Are Important!  
 

Last year’s paid-up active membership grew to 920…up from 650 in 
2013.  This last year’s renewals are running lighter than normal so we are estimating that total member-
ship for this year will be a bit under 900, still a great number! 

We are delighted with member commitment behind this growth, and as you might have guessed, we are 
asking for your help to increase membership even more.  Today our members represent only 50% of all 
lake property owners. Our goal is to continue increasing that percentage. 

Things that you can do to help us …   

 Membership renewals are a top priority.  Every renewal is extremely important to retention of a solid 
membership base.  Please renew your membership today if you have not already done so. 

 
 If you were given a Gift Membership last year, we hope that we have demonstrated TLWA’s value for 

protecting your family’s interests in our lakes. Please renew and become a permanent member of the 
TLWA family. 

 
 Winning-back lapsed members that have not renewed their memberships in recent years is becoming a 

concern.  If your membership has lapsed, please renew for 2017.  The cost of only $20.00 will be far 
exceeded by knowing that TLWA is on-the-job. 

 
 We will continue to reach out to non-member lake property owners and Three Lakes businesses to 

make them aware of TLWA programs that protect our lakes … and to persuade them to become mem-
bers too. 

 
 You can help by urging your friends and neighbors to become members. 

 
Finally, our 100 business members deserve special mention for their sup-
port of TLWA’s mission to preserve our beautiful lakes.  You will find all of 
these local businesses in your TLWA Business Directory, and on the TLWA 
website.   Please think of them first when shopping for all your goods and 
service needs. 
 
Editors Note:  This past August, Stephanie Boismenue, the Aquatic Invasive     

Species Coordinator for Oneida County presented TLWA’s Mike Freehill with a 

much deserved Stewardship Award for his work at building the membership rolls 

for the association.  
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DNR Warden Pat Novesky Moves On               by Jon Willman 

Three Lakes Loses a Great Friend and Champion of Our Land and Waters 
 

Ordinarily, a DNR warden changing stations is not a big deal to most of us. This is different – Pat has 

been a trusted and valued member of the Three Lakes community for more than 13 years.  

 

Being a DNR Warden can be a thankless job. You put in lots of time and energy investigating people who 

violate game and fish regulations. If you live in one area long enough, you get a pretty good idea of who 

these people are and what they’re up to. Pat took care of that end of his business with professionalism 

and compassion. But, he viewed his career and responsibilities as much more than chasing violators - a 

lot more. Pat was actively working with youth groups and any other organization focused on hunting, 

fishing, education, nature and the environment. I had the privilege of working with Pat on our Turtle 

Crossing and Wood Duck Nesting Box Programs. The Nesting box 

program actually started with Pat’s youth program in the Sugar 

Camp area. 

 

Best of luck Pat – you will be missed. 

 

So, what happens now? Dave Walz, Pat’s supervisor said the Three 

Lakes Station will probably not be filled for at least a year – it all de-

pends on budgets and the availability of staff to fill the vacancy. Dave 

understands the importance and value of having a resident DNR 

presence in the Three Lakes area. According to Dave, the responsibil-

ity for our area will be divided between three nearby wardens from 

Forest, Oneida and Vilas counties.  “We are planning to sit down in 

July and divide the Three Lakes station up for coverage with the sur-

rounding wardens until we have the staff/funding to be able to fill 

some of the vacancies in the state like this one. Not sure how long it 

will be vacant…hopefully only for a year and a half.   In the meantime feel free to contact myself if you 

need anything.” Dave’s contact info –  

 

Office Phone: 715-356-5211 x 203 

Cell Phone: 715-525-1393 

David.Walz@Wisconsin.gov 

  

Primary responsibility for the Three Lakes area will fall to Warden Tim Price. He 

has been a warden for 15 years, the last 10 years in the Eagle River area.  Prior 

to moving up here in 2006, he was stationed in the Lake Geneva area.  His pa-

trol area currently consists of Eastern Vilas County along with portions of For-

est & Oneida counties. He’s a dedicated professional with a lot on his plate and 

a huge geographical area of responsibility. Tim’s contact info - Phone - 715- 

892-0054 or you can contact the WDNR tip line to report violations - 1-800-

847-9367. Email - Timothy.Price@wisconsin.gov 

 

Three Lakes Police Chief Scott Lea worked with Pat for several years. “He will be sorely missed. He was a 

great asset to our community. We worked well together.” Chief Lea noted the Three Lakes Water Patrol is 

on the chain 30-40 hours per week from Memorial Day through Labor Day. “We are still the first point of 

contact for boating safety issues on the Three Lakes Chain. Our local line is 715-546-2211. The number 

is answered 24/7.”  
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Virgin Lake EWM Update 

 

As you well know, the TLWA has been battling a persistent infestation of Eurasian Water Milfoil (EWM) on 

Virgin Lake for the past few years.  Where did it come from?  That is a question we hear often as there 

aren’t any public landings on the lake.  One suspect is the area that used to give guests at Holiday Haven 

access to the lake.  It is private property and not open to the public, but that doesn’t mean it hasn’t been 

used. 

As a result, we’ve taken some extra steps to try to prevent the introduction of new invasive materials into 

Virgin Lake, and especially to make sure that boats that may come out of the lake at that landing do their 

job and clean their boats and trailers completely before moving on to another lake.  With the permission of 

the landowners, the TLWA erected signs at the landing…warning folks that this is private property and 

permission is required for use; and for those leaving to make sure they clean their boats. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A team from Onterra, LLC visited Virgin Lake in late September to survey for EWM.  It was found to be 

growing in low densities in all cases with only small plants and up to small clumps of plants located.  No 

large colonized areas of EWM were located…good news.  Overall, the amount of EWM in the lake was simi-

lar to the last survey done earlier in the summer. 

During the course of the summer, divers from Aquatic Plant Management, LLC under contract from the 

TLWA, were on the lake to do hand harvesting of EWM and removed a total of 42 EWM plants. 

The TLWA experimented in late summer with hand harvesting of EWM using volunteer divers.  Three vol-

unteers from the TLWA met with Stephanie Boismenue, the Oneida County Aquatic Invasive Species Coor-

dinator for a session on plant identification, and instruction on hand-harvesting.  Based on this success-

ful test, the TLWA is proceeding with developing a formal program for volunteer divers to remove EWM in 

coming years.  As part of the program development we are looking for others who would like to take part.  

We need divers who are PADI certified, as well as volunteer boat drivers, on-deck assistants, and people 

who have pontoon boats they might lend to the cause (they do need to have sturdy ladders for the divers 

to get in and out of the water).  If you are interested in taking part in this program please contact Board 

Member Fred Knoch at longlake@newnorth.net. 
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Life Undercover 

What happens to aquatic life when a lake freezes over? 

By Timi Eckes 
 

Before snow blankets the earth in winter, many birds and other animals prepare for the cold in various 
ways – some by migrating to warmer areas or storing food or, in some cases by going into hibernation.  
 
But what happens to life beneath the water’s surface in the winter? When temperatures drop and ice 
forms on lakes and ponds, fish, turtles and other aquatic life are sealed off from the rest of the world. 
That doesn’t mean, however, that everything stops once a lake has frozen over.   
 
“For many animals, life just slows down,” says John Kubisiak, a fisheries biologist with the Wisconsin 
Department of Natural Resources. “Snapping and painted turtles, for example, don’t hibernate, but they 
are able to slow their metabolism enough that they don’t need to breathe air for months at a time. They 
can absorb some oxygen through their skin, and they can switch to anaerobic respiration if the oxygen is 
depleted.” On occasion, turtles can be seen moving around under the ice.   
 

To understand how it’s possible for life to carry on in this cold, 
dark world, an overview of how a lake changes for the winter is in 
order. 
 
As John explains, lakes stratify in the summer because water den-
sity changes with temperature. Cooler water is found closer to the 
bottom of a lake, while the water at the surface is warmer. “In the 
fall, the lake surface cools and the density gradient is not as 
strong,” he says. “This allows wind-driven mixing of lake water. 
This process is called ‘fall turnover’ and usually happens in mid- to 
late September in this area.” Due to the turnover, John adds, lake 
water is saturated with oxygen before freezing over for the winter. 
 
“Water is densest at 39 degrees Fahrenheit,” he says. “Once the entire lake is cooled to 39 degrees, colder 
water will float at the surface and ice will form. Under the ice, most of the water column is 39 degrees, 
with colder water in a relatively thin layer just under the ice.”  
 
As temperatures get colder, many of the plants in a lake die, but only to the root. That dead vegetation 
and other organic matter sinks to the bottom of the lake. 
 
Bacteria consume this matter and in the process they use oxygen. While much of a lake’s vegetation dies, 
some algae stay photosynthetic through the winter. This is important because oxygen is a by-product of 
the process of photosynthesis. So even during the winter, a small amount of oxygen is being added to the 
water.  
 
The amount of light that can penetrate a frozen lake or pond depends on snow cover. If the ice cover is 
relatively clear, more sunlight can penetrate, allowing more photosynthesis to occur. But add a couple of 

inches of snow cover on top of the ice, and little, if any, sunlight can reach the water below.  
 
As the lake or pond changes for the season, the creatures living in it adapt. Fish are cold-blooded and 
their body temperatures adjust to the environment in which they live. The range of temperatures fish can 
tolerate varies among different species, as does the optimum temperature for fish growth and metabo-
lism. Some species grow better in cooler water, while others do better in relatively warmer water.  
 
“Cool water species like northern pike, yellow perch and walleye tend to remain more active under the ice 
than warm water species like bullheads, bass, bluegill and muskellunge,” John explains. Warm water 
species tend to move to warmer areas of the lake. 
 
 

(Continued on page 11) 10 
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Other aquatic creatures cope with the cold in different ways. Some aquatic insect eggs, larvae, pupae or 
adults secrete a substance that acts as a type of antifreeze. Dragonflies and mayflies overwinter as 
nymphs, feeding during winter and emerging in the spring as adults. Spending the winter in an immature 
form is common among many aquatic invertebrates. Sometimes, insects like water boatmen may be seen 
beneath the ice.  
 
Some frog species – the bullfrog, for example – spend the winter in the water, burrowed under mud. Other 
species, like the spring peeper, will spend the winter near breeding ponds under rocks, logs or leaf litter. 
Unlike other types of amphibians, mudpuppies remain active during the winter. Leeches bury themselves 
in mud and spend winters in a dormant state. 
 
“Most freshwater mussels are dormant under the ice,” John says. “They’ll burrow a little deeper into the 
sediment and wait for spring.” Snails in lakes become inactive during the winter, but they don’t typically 
burrow into the sediment and their shells offer them some protection.  
 

Crayfish don’t become inactive, but they do slow down. There are three crayfish species in Wisconsin: vir-
ile, northern clearwater and rusty. 
 
“In general, crayfish mate in the fall and then overwinter either under rocks, in deeper lake water or in 
burrows (below the frost line) along the edges of streams, lakes or wetlands,” says Scott Van Egeren, water 
resources management specialist with the DNR. “The overwintering behavior depends on the species of 
crayfish and where they are found.” 
 
As for the mammals that make their homes in or near the water, they are also well adapted for surviving 
the cold. Beaver, otters and muskrats, for example, have thick, oily coats that keep them warm. Beaver 
spend the winter in their lodges, venturing into the water for the vegetation they’ve stored near their 
homes. Muskrats also stay warm in their lodges. Otters live in burrows near water bodies and wetlands, 
and are active during the winter. 
 
Whether on land or in the water, adaptations to changing seasons by 
various forms of life are amazing. But they don’t guarantee the survival 
of all creatures. 
 
Prolonged ice cover poses severe risks to the life beneath it. As winter 
wears on, oxygen levels in the lake become depleted due to respiration 
of aquatic animals, plants and bacteria. In a deeper water body with 
more water volume, it takes longer for the oxygen supply to diminish. 
Oxygen depletion is a greater hazard in small, shallow water bodies 
with less water volume. When respiration is happening at a greater rate 
of photosynthesis in a water body, winterkill can occur, resulting in the 
deaths of numerous fish and other aquatic life. 
 

However, a lake’s oxygen levels alone may not be the only factor in 
winterkill. As organic material in the lake decays by way of bacterial 
action, gases such as methane and hydrogen sulfide are released into 
the water. Due to ice cover, they can’t escape into the atmosphere. If 
the level of these gases in the water becomes high enough, fish can die. 
 
Still, life marches on, despite these hazards. It’s a testament to the 
genius of nature that life has adapted to the underwater world’s formidable conditions. With the onset of 
spring, animal and plant life under the water’s surface are renewed and as it has for millennia, the process 
begins again. 
 
 

(continued from page 10 - “Life Uncerdover”) Reprinted from Living on The Lake Sept. 11, 2016 issue. 

C.2016 Multi Media Channels LLC, reproduced with permission. 
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 Adopt-A-Shoreline and Clean Boats Clean Waters Programs 

This past year was another very successful one for the two programs dedicated to preventing the introduc-

tion of aquatic invasive species into our waters…and moni-

toring our lakes to spot any additional outbreaks of these 

invasive species, mainly Eurasian Water Milfoil (EWM).  At 

the time of this writing, no new plant populations were 

discovered this past year.   

Adopt-A-Shoreline      

by Bruce Renquist   

We finally have a full count of lake captains for the Adopt-A-Shoreline program.  These volunteer leaders 

on each of our lakes coordinate the shoreline monitoring on their body of water.  They are responsible for 

recruiting volunteers, educating and informing their monitors, supplying materials and making sure year

-end reports are filed.  The lake captains are the heart of the effort of monitoring for any new introduction 

of invasive species. 

This year we had 123 volunteers for the summer program.  While our final tally of volunteer hours this 

year is not complete, we expect it to exceed the 623 hours spent on the water in 2015.   But, considering 

that we have 108 miles of shoreline to monitor it is clear that we need even more volunteers.  Please think 

about volunteering.  Contact your lake captain and talk over your availability to spend some time on the 

water next summer.  Monitoring for EWM is a great way to spend some enjoyable time on the water, and 

make a great contribution to our program. 

FALL 2016 LAKE CAPTAINS 

BIG— Ed Cottingham -  715-546-4298 MAPLE— Jim Skelton -  715-367-6638 

BIG FORK— Walt Bredeson -  715-546-2017 MEDICINE— Bruce Renquist -  715-546-2401 

BIG STONE— Rob Jahnke -  715-602-885-0136 MOCCASIN— Ryan Lamon -  715-546-3351 

CRYSTAL— Mike Donovan -  715-550-8282 PLANTING GROUND— Norris Ross - 715-546-2250 

DEER— Jay Teagle -  630-460-5362 RANGE LINE— Kelly Wranosky -  715-546-8178 

DOG— John Rothwell -  414-403-7396 ROUND— Bob Bichler -  715-546-3481 

            — Mike Freehill -  715-546-3059 

FOUR MILE— Bob Pfeffer - 262-284-2333 SPIRIT— John Lake -  715-546-2117 

ISLAND— Doug Scheffen - 715-546-2732 THOROUGHFARE— Paul Matthiae - 715-546-3453 

JULIA— David Mitzer - 715-546-2583 TOWNLINE— Keith Mueller -  715-546-3457 

LAUREL— Mark Wallesverd - 420-344-0698 

             — Charles Brady -  651-408-2505 

VIRGIN— Bob Borek -  715-546-3457 

LITTLE FORK— Bob Lee -  715-546-3674 WHITEFISH— Charlie Volk -  715-546-3845 

LONG— Jack Werner -  715-479-9094  

Recognizing Our Volunteers 

Late this summer, the TLWA honored its 

many volunteers with a pizza party at 

Oneida Village.  About 100 volunteers 

gathered for the event.  In addition to the 

free pizza and drinks, each volunteer re-

ceived a gift certificate from the Three 

Lakes Winery, courtesy of Mark McCain. 
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Clean Boats/Clean Waters by Bob Agen 

The fact that we have no new invasive species showing up in our 

waters this year is a testament to the volunteers and paid interns 

in the Clean Boats/Clean Waters program.  Our volunteers put in 

more than 400 hours monitoring our boat landings.  They in-

spected boats and trailers coming in and out of the water, and in-

formed boaters about the problem of aquatic invasive species.  In 

addition to the volunteer hours, the paid interns put in nearly 1400 hours of monitor-

ing.  The Clean Boats/Clean Waters program was mainly dedicated to the busy landings on Townline, Big 

Stone (Sunset Grill), Big Lake, Laurel Lake, County X, and the Burnt Rollways dam. 

It is time for me to recognize several long-time volunteers.  They have shown real dedication to the pro-

gram.  John Ibach, Bob Borek and Bruce Renquist have spent many hours at the landing at Sunset Grill.  

Marty Turner and Dave and Lois Hesse are there for help at the Burnt Rollways dam anytime I give them a 

call and ask for help.  John Snell isn’t here throughout the summer, but when he is he always gives me a 

call and says he is available for some work.  And finally there is Tom Flanders.  He has watched the land-

ing next to his place on Four Mile Creek for years and years.  I’m always amazed at the amount of time he 

puts in when I see his year-end reports.   

Many thanks to you all for your tremendous dedication to this important program. 

Education Programs 

In a continuing effort to engage youth in the battle against aquatic invasive species, two important events 

took place this past summer. 

In June, a group of energized sen-

iors at Camp Luther participated in 

an outdoor classroom to learn the 

science behind invasives.  The 

group split into two sections, one 

headed for the boat ramps to learn 

the Clean Boats/Clean Waters in-

spection protocols.  The second 

group boarded canoes to practice 

the Adopt-A-Shoreline monitoring. 

For the past several years incoming 

freshmen at Wheaton College 

gather at Honeyrock Camp on Long 

Lake for their service week.  Jack 

Werner, the lake captain for Long 

Lake instructed the students and 

faculty members on techniques for 

monitoring for Eurasian Water Mil-

foil and other invasives.  The stu-

dents then spent several hours on 

the water putting their instruction 

to use in some actual monitoring.  

  

 

Stephanie Boismenue, Oneida 

County Aquatic Invasive Species  

Coordinator holding class. 

Campers head out to monitor        

Range Line Lake. 

Jack Werner with Wheaton College 

students. 

Wheaton College students on Long 

Lake. 
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Doing the Right Thing for Our Lakes and Rivers: 

Don’t P in Your Lake 
That’s P as in the chemical symbol for phosphorus, a nutrient that in excessive amounts can 

cause noxious algae blooms in lakes.  

 

The headline comes from an education campaign in a New Hampshire town that encourages 

people to help keep phosphorus out of the water. It’s good rule to follow on any lake.  

 

What’s the trouble with phosphorus? It accumulates over time, and too much of it can cause explosive growth of 

weeds and blue-green algae (cyanobacteria).  

 

Aquatic biologist Darby Nelson explains this brilliantly in his book, “For Love of Lakes.” He describes the ingredients 

in his wife’s blueberry muffins and how, if she has only two teaspoons of baking powder (the limiting factor), she can 

only make one batch – no matter how much flour and sugar and how many eggs she may have.  

 

Then he notes that in lakes, phosphorus is the limiting factor: “Compared to demand, it is phosphorus that is avail-

able in least supply…Little phosphorus in lake water begets few cyanobacteria, algae and aquatic plants. Lots of 

phosphorus begets lots of blue-green algae, or aquatic plants, or both.”  

 

The worst culprit here is the blue-green algae, which can reduce dissolved oxygen in the water. That leads to foul-

smelling pileups on shore, produces toxins that kill fish, and even makes people and pets sick. So, to keep P out of 

your lake, what can you do? Here are some tips:  

 Use phosphorus-free fertilizer on your yard or, better yet, no fertilizer.  

 Use phosphorus-free detergents and dish soaps.  

 Keep a natural shoreline or at least a buffer strip of natural vegetation to limit runoff.  

 Have your septic system serviced on a regular schedule.  

 Take steps to limit runoff from hard surfaces. 

 

Keeping P out of the water will help preserve the quality of the lake you love. 

**This is one of a series of articles and essays sponsored by the Oneida County Lakes and Rivers Association. For more information on     

similar subjects related to water quality, visit their website at oclra.org.  

Business Profile 

By Jerry Schiedt 

 

The Association has over100 business members  who all support our  mission in one 

way or another but some go the extra 800 yards or so.  I say 800 yards because that 

is about the distance we ask volunteers to check along shorelines in order to detect 

AIS early enough to arrest its development.  Bill and Laurie Schurer, owners of the local Shell station in 

Downtown Three Lakes for the past 12 years, are members who do the extra work.  It seems that any re-

quests for help on any project, Bill & Laurie are among the first to raise their hands to help.  This is not 

just with the TLWA but the school, chamber, golf course, museum, town matters and more. 

They have been members of our association since they became owners of the station and when we need 

assistance from business members we can count on them.  The help we get from our business members is 

important to our mission and brings to mind other people who run businesses 

and help us.  They include White Deer Liquors, Jokin’ Joe’s, Bennett Electric, 

The Three Lakes Winery, Oneida Village, Baker’s Foods, Bonnie’s Lakeside, Sun-

set Grill, Kwaterski Brothers Wood, Three Lakes Steel, and more.   I may have 

missed one or two since all of our business members contribute by being mem-

bers and supporting our mission and we appreciate that. 
14 
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 TLWA Members and Volunteers Build Wood Duck Nesting Boxes  

By Jon Willman 

 

The Three Lakes Waterfront Association, Wisconsin Public Service and WDNR Warden Pat 

Novesky teamed up to sponsor a Wood Duck Nesting Box program this past June. Over 

20 kids, parents and grandparents gathered at the beach shelter on Maple Lake to learn 

more about Wood Ducks and help build nesting boxes. The program was part of an effort 

to reestablish a Wood Duck population in our area. Most of the nesting boxes assembled 

by the group went home with families to be placed on their shorelines. A few of the boxes were donated to 

Camp Luther, Honey Rock and the Nicolet Bird Club to be used on their shorelines and environmental 

education programs. 

Wisconsin Public Service is an active supporter of Wood Duck restoration efforts in Wisconsin. You can 

learn more about ducks and find plans to build your own nesting box at their website – 

www.wisconsinpublicservice.com/environmental/birdhouse_woodduck.aspx 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Warden Pat Novesky (right) 

shared insights into his efforts to 

help rebuild the Wood Duck 

population in the Northwoods. He 

spoke about ideal Wood Duck 

habitat, nesting box location and 

care of the boxes once installed.  

(Above) Materials donated by 

TLWA and WPS were fabricated 

and assembled into kits by master 

craftsman Ed Cottingham.  

Ed, shown above, was also on 

hand to supervise the  

construction of boxes. 

Grandparents and grandkids 

worked together to create memo-

ries and provide a home for gen-

erations of Wood Ducks. 

Norris Ross (center) helps 

his granddaughter get 

screws started on her 

nesting box. 
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2016—2017 Board of Directors 

Officers  Program Leaders 

President Ed Jacobsen     Adopt-A-Shoreline   Bruce Renquist 

Vice President Norris Ross     Clean Boats / Clean Waters  Bob Agen 

Treasurer Stan Wargolet     Terrestrial Species   Paul Matthiae / 

Secretary Paul Matthiae          Jerry Schiedt 

        Water Testing    Fred Knoch  

        Annual Meetings   Sandy Schlaefer 

        Lake Management Planning  Ed Cottingham / 

             Norris Ross 

Directors       Membership    Mike Freehill 

Bob Agen Larry Roth     OCLRA     Norris Ross 

Ed Cottingham Jerry Schiedt     Marketing/Media   Larry Swanlund 

Mike Freehill Sandy Schlaefer    Website     Paul Wussow 

Fred Knoch Larry Swanlund     Scholarship    Jerry Schiedt 

Paul Wussow Bruce Renquist     Shoreland Zoning   Norris Ross 

        Water Safety    Ed Cottingham 

For information regarding important issues impacting our lakes and  

your own lake property, visit the TLWA website at: 

www.TLWA.org 

TLWA Donates Additional Crossing Signs 

Turtle mortalities in the Three Lakes area are declining thanks to 

increased awareness on the part of motorists. This increase in 

awareness is due in large part to the efforts and support of groups 

like the TLWA, Girl Scouts, Town of Three Lakes and local media. 

The TLWA has donated six new crossing signs to the effort for 2017. These signs will be placed in three 

very active turtle crossing areas on Hwy X and Military roads. There are 

also plans to paint the pavement in those areas as well. This brings the 

total marked areas to six. 

If you live near or drive through 

an active turtle crossing area, we 

would like to know about it. The 

association has begun to compile 

a map of the local area highlight-

ing these sites. This information 

will be compared with turtle sight-

ing information collected by the 

WDNR to create a priority list of 

areas to be signed and marked in 

the future. 
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